
Wayland Academy: English Curriculum Map 
 
 

Year 7 Autumn Spring Summer 

Unit 
The Origins of English  

Literature and Language 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream Sonnets Through Time 

Core 
Knowledge 

The origin and meaning of an epic and myth 
The oral tradition - development in England 
The invention of the printing press and its 
introduction to England 
How and when the English language 
developed from Old English - Middle English 
Core texts: ‘The Prologue’ and ‘The Knight’s 
Tale’ in The Canterbury Tales, Chaucer, 
including knowledge of plot, themes, 
characters and stylistic features (form, 
structure and imagery) 
Intertextuality and context of The 
Canterbury Tales 
Chaucer’s biographical details 

Drama and Comedy 
Development of the English language from 
Middle-Modern English 
Shakespeare’s biographical details 
Core text: A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 
William Shakespeare, including knowledge 
of plot, themes, characters and stylistic 
features (form, structure and imagery) 
Intertextuality and context of the play 
studied, such as the link between A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream and ‘The Knight’s 
Tale’ 
 

The history of the sonnet, including its 
origins and development 
Differences and similarities between 
Petrarchan and Shakespearean sonnets 
Iambic pentameter 
Traditional poetic forms 
Versification 
Themes, meanings and stylistic features of 4 
reference sonnets:  
● ‘Sonnet 18’ by William Shakespeare 
● ‘Sonnet 10’ by John Donne 
● ‘Sonnet 54’ by Edmund Spenser 
● ‘Sonnet 14’ by Elizabeth Barrett Browning 

 

Grammar  
and  

Writing 

Expressive Writing  
Apostrophes and plurals 
Paraphrasing, summarising 
Sentences - conjunctions: because, but, so 
Topic sentences, sentence expansion 
Analytical sentences and paragraphs 
Embedding quotations 

Expressive Writing  
Concluding sentences 
Appositives 
Planning – single paragraph outline 
Recap and revisit: paragraphing, sentences 
using conjunctions, topic sentences, 
sentence expansion, analytical sentences 
and embedding quotations 

Expressive Writing  
Punctuating speech 
Adjectives, nouns, noun phrases 
Recap and revisit: paragraphing, concluding 
sentences, topic sentences, sentence 
expansion, analytical sentences, embedding 
quotations, appositives and planning (single 
paragraph outline) 

Tier 2 and 
Tier 3  

Vocabulary 

patriarchy                         chivalry 
hierarchy                           literature                    
virtuous                             theme 
epic                                    tone 
Estates Satire                   frame narrative 

rebellious                            stage directions 
destiny                                 hyperbole 
reason                                  dialogue 
stereotype                           comedy 
monologue                          iambic pentameter  

sonnet                                      stanza 
quatrain                                   lines 
couplet                                     rhyme scheme 
metaphor                                 juxtaposition 
simile                                        verse 
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Year 8 Autumn Spring Summer 

Unit Julius Caesar The Romantics Oliver Twist 

Core 
Knowledge 

The plot and characters of Julius Caesar 
The context and real story of Caesar  
Themes: war, betrayal, fate vs free will, 
power and persuasion 
Form and genre: tragedy, conventions, tragic 
protagonist/hero, fatal flaw (hamartia), 
pride (hubris), release of emotions 
(catharsis) 
Language and structural devices: dramatic 
irony, symbolism, rhetoric, repetition, 
emotive language 
 

The Romantic Period 
Romantic poetry conventions 
I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud, Wordsworth 
To a Nightingale, Smith 
To Autumn, Keats 
The Chimney Sweeper, Blake 
Form and genre: sonnet, blank verse, lyric, 
ode, elegy 
Language and structural devices: pathetic 
fallacy, personification, iambic pentameter, 
rhythm, rhyme, stanzas, quatrain, 
enjambment 

Dickens’ biographical details 
Oliver Twist, Charles Dickens, including 
knowledge of plot, context, setting, 
characters and stylistic features (form, 
structure and imagery) 
Themes: poverty and inequality, crime and 
punishment, courage and betrayal 
Form and genre: periodical, serial, 
melodramatic, satire, vulnerable society, 
social criticism 
Language and structural devices: sensory 
language, imagery, dialogue 

Grammar  
and  

Writing 

Sentence types  
Rhetorical speech  
Close reading (language & structure)  
Multi paragraph outline 
Comparative sentences 
Recap and revisit: grammar of a sentence, 
verb agreement, word classes, single 
paragraph outline, summary and 
paraphrasing 

Tentative language 
Evaluative terms 
Recap and revisit: sentence types, grammar 
of a sentence, verb agreement, word classes 
 

Clauses 
Colons 
Semi-colons 
Subordinate clauses 
Comparative paragraphs 
Recap and revisit: appositives, narrative and 
description, close reading (language and 
structure), single paragraph outline, multi 
paragraph outline, summary, paraphrasing  

Tier 2 and  
Tier 3  

Vocabulary 

revolution                         hubris 
regicide                             hamartia 
tyrant                                catharsis 
soliloquy                           foil 
dramatic irony                 aside 

infer                                      lyric 
contrast                               ode 
intent                                   elegy 
justify                                   blank verse 
perceive                               pathetic fallacy 

vulnerable                              protagonist 
poverty                                   antagonist 
reform                                     satire    
compassion                            penny dreadful   
Bildungsroman                      periodical 
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Year 9 Autumn Spring Summer 

Unit Jane Eyre Animal Farm Romeo and Juliet 

Core 
Knowledge 

Charlotte Brontë’s life 
Victorian boarding schools 
Victorian attitudes towards religion 
The role of a governess 
Jane Eyre, Charlotte Brontë, including 
knowledge of plot, context, setting, 
characters and stylistic features  
Form and genre: the gothic, Bildungsroman, 
epistolary 
Language and structural devices: metaphor, 
allusion, unreliable narrator, foreshadowing, 
stream of consciousness 
Themes: the treatment of orphans, the 
presentation of women, love, education, 
inner conflict 

Orwell’s experiences of the Stalinist purges 
Political overview: socialism, democracy, 
communism, revolution, totalitarianism 
The struggle to publish and the wartime 
atmosphere 
Animal Farm, Orwell, including knowledge of 
plot, context, setting, characters and stylistic 
features  
Themes: tyranny, equality, freedom, 
propaganda, religion  
Form and genre: satire, novella, dystopian, 
fable, rhetoric of the media 
 

Renaissance Italy 
Catholic and Elizabethan culture 
Monarchical government 
Capital and corporal punishment 
Romeo and Juliet, Shakespeare, including 
knowledge of plot, context, setting, 
characters and stylistic features  
Themes: love, passion, faith, family, loyalty, 
authority, obedience, honour, revenge, 
justice, fate 
Language and structural devices: soliloquy, 
foreshadowing 
 

 

Grammar  
and  

Writing 

Evaluative terms 
Dialogue and punctuation 
Recap and revisit: tentative language, colons, 
semi-colons 
 

Rhetoric 
Viewpoint  
Opinion and argument 
Narrative and description 
Recap and revisit: single paragraph outlines, 
multi paragraph outlines 

Flair with paragraph construction  
Flair with sentence fragmentation 
Recap and revisit: summary, close reading 
(language & structure) 

Tier 2 and 
Tier 3  

Vocabulary 

epistolary                          oppressed 
gothic                                 privilege 
stream of consciousness affection 
internal monologue         allegory  
first person narrative       unreliable narrator 

socialism                             fable             
Communism                      diatribe 
fascism                               anthropomorphism 
patriotism                          zoomorphism 
conform                             foreshadow 

illustrate                                 symbolism 
free verse                               reconciliation                      
duality                                     obedience 
tragedy                                    contrast 
oxymoron                               conflict 
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Year 10 Autumn Spring Summer 

Unit A Christmas Carol Macbeth Conflict Poetry 

Core 
Knowledge 

The industrial revolution 
The Poor Law Amendment Act 
Workhouses and ragged schools 
A Christmas Carol, Dickens, including 
knowledge of plot, context, setting, 
characters and stylistic features  
Form and genre: novella, staves, time 
scheme, omniscient narrator, ghost story 
Language and structural devices: allegory, 
antithesis, foil, dramatic irony, symbolism 
Themes: charity, the supernatural, family, 
education, money, love, redemption 

King James I and the history of Scotland 
The Great Chain of Being 
The Divine Right of Kings 
Elizabethan theatre 
Jacobean witchcraft 
Macbeth, Shakespeare, including knowledge 
of plot, context, setting, characters and 
stylistic features  
Form and genre: tragedy, fatal flaw 
(hamartia), fate and destiny 
Language and structural devices: imagery, 
soliloquy, allusion, equivocation  
Themes: ambition, violence, loyalty, the 
power of suggestion, the supernatural  
 

The pre-Romantics and industrialisation 
The Romantic poets 
The Crimean War 
The Vietnam War 
The World Wars 
Conflict in Iraq and Afghanistan 
Power and Conflict Poetry anthology, 
including knowledge of content, context, 
and stylistic features  
Themes: humankind vs nature, power over 
people, identity, war as futile, war as a duty, 
the effects of war on people and family 
Language and structural devices: free verse, 
two or three part structure, dramatic 
monologue 

Grammar  
and  

Writing 

Language analysis 
Contextual support 
Recap and revisit: single paragraph outline, 
multi paragraph outline 
 

Flair with conceptual responses 
Recap and revisit: language analysis, 
contextual support, single paragraph 
outlines, multi paragraph outlines 

Comparative essays 
Recap and revisit: language analysis, 
contextual support, single paragraph 
outlines, multi paragraph outlines 

Tier 2 and 
Tier 3  

Vocabulary 

zeitgeist                             dramatic irony 
allegory                              novella 
antithesis                           stave 
denouement                     foreshadowing 
anagnorisis                        symbolism 

tragedy                                 motif 
hamartia                               imagery 
allusion                                 equivocation 
protagonist                          soliloquy 
antagonist                            paradox 

juxtaposition                           sibilance 
enjambement                         colloquialism 
caesura                                    personification 
dramatic monologue             free verse 
assonance                                voice 
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Year 11 Autumn Spring Summer 

Unit An Inspector Calls English Language  

Core 
Knowledge 

The Edwardian class system 
Post-war society 
Realism and postmodern drama 
Cold War capitalism and socialism 
Aristotle’s three unities 
An Inspector Calls, Priestley, including 
knowledge of plot, context, setting, 
characters and stylistic features  
Form and genre: crime thriller, morality 
plays, dark surrealism 
Language and structural devices: three acts, 
twist ending, stage directions, pauses, 
interruptions 
Themes: responsibility, illusion, socialism, 
generation divide, class system, the role of 
women, war 

Information retrieval 
Language devices 
Structural devices 
Evaluation of the writer’s methods 
Reading for meaning 
Summary and comparison of information 
across texts 
Synthesis of evidence 
Conceptualisation of meaning 
Analysis of a writer’s viewpoint 
Comparing perspectives across texts 
Descriptive writing techniques 
Narrative writing techniques 
Creating a point of view with depth and 
breadth of ideas 
 

 

Grammar  
and  

Writing 

Flair with extended analysis 
Recap and revisit: single paragraph outline, 
multi paragraph outline 
 

Structure of an argument 
Recap and revisit: rhetoric, viewpoint, 
opinion 

 

Tier 2 and 
Tier 3  

Vocabulary 

dramatist                             tension 
microcosm                           social dialect 
omniscient                           oratory 
dramatic irony                     resolution 
foreshadowing                    symbolism 

change in focus                   evaluation 
change in pace                    tone 
macro to micro                   humour 
metaphorical journey        hyperbole 
cyclic narrative                    perspective 

 

 


